
IT_UPS 

UPS 

IT_UPS 

UPS 

D_G1 

Data center function part 

Receipt transformer 

D_G2 
Data center function part 

Natural energy type electric  

power generator (Solar or Wind, 

etc.) 

D_G3 

Data center function part 

Emergency Generator 

D_G4 

Data center function part 

Full-time private power 

generator (CHP) 

D_G5 

Data center function part 

Boiler, etc 

D_S1 

Grid Electric Power Plant 

D_S2 

Natural energy (solar or 

wind) 

D_S3 

Fuel of electric power  

generator for emergency 

D_S4 

Fuel of full-time private  

power generator (CHP) 

D_S5 

Fuel of boiler 

D_G6 
Data center function part 

external heat source like local heating 

and cooling etc. receipt device 

D_S6 

External heat source like  

local heating and cooling etc.  

D_G3_CF 

Fuel input to generator  

set for emergency (kL) 

Exp. 

2070 

D_G5_NEP 

Amount of energy input to generation  

of heat of boiler device etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2160 (D_G5_NEP)= 

(D_G5_CF)× 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

D_EPE 

Total electric energy generated by 

function only for data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2060 

(D_EPE)= 

(D_G1_EPE) 

+(D_G2_EPE) 

+(D_G3_EPE) 

+(D_G4_EPE) 

D_G6_NEP 
Amount of energy consumed to 

generation of external heat 

source (KWh) 

Exp. 

2190 
(D_G6_NEP)= 

(D_G6_CF)× 

Conversion factor 0.4 

D_PDU 

PDU only for data center 

function 

D_NEP 
Amount of total energy of non-electric 

power generated by function only for 

data center (KWh) 

Exp. 

2200 

(D_NEP)= 

  (D_G4_NEP_SE) 

+(D_G5_NEP) 

+(D_G6_NEP) 

(D_TEPE)= 

 (D_EPE)+(C_EPE_D) 

IT_UPSin_EPE 
Total electric energy of UPS 

input (actual measurement 

value) (kWh) 

Exp. 

2800 

IT_UPS_R 

Conversion coefficient  

of UPS output 

Exp. 

2810 

(IT_PDUin_EPE)= 

(IT_UPSin_EPE) 

×(IT_UPS_R) 

(IT_EPE)= 

(IT_PDUin_EPE) 

×(IT_PDU_R) 

IT_UPS 

UPS 

(D_T_E)= 

(D_TSE) 

+(D_TNEP) 

(PUE)= 

(D_T_E) 

/((IT_EPE)×(SCR)) 

PUE 

PUE 

Exp. 

3010 

ITEU 

ITEU 

Exp. 

NO 

(ITEU)= 

(IT_EPE)/(IT_EPEspec) 

 

D_TEPE 

Total electric power (kWh) 

consumed by datacenter functions 

Exp. 

2740 

D_A 

D_EQ_etc 

 (D_EQ_EPE)= 

 (D_EPE)+(C_EPE_D_PDU) 

  －(D_A_EPE) 

(D_TNEP)= 

(D_NEP) 

+(C_NEP_D) 

Identifier 

Calculated value 

Exp. 

No 

Identifier 

Equipment Name 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Data center function part: D/Data Center  

Measurement point 

Electric Power 

Energy except electric power 

Calculation of Electric Energy(kWh) 

Calculation - energy (kWh) except electric power 

Calculating formula 

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｄ E F G H I J K L M 

GEC 

GEC 

Exp. 

3050 

(GEC)= 

(D_TGEP)/(D_T_E) 
(D_TGEP)= 

  (D_G2_EPE) 

+(C_G2_EPE) 

 ×(C_EPE_D_R) 

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｄ E F G H I J K L M 

(D_EPE_Purchased)= 

(D_G1_EPE)+(D_G2_EPE) 
SCR=(D_TSE)/(D_TEPE) 

Exp. 

2035 D_EPE_Purchased  

Power (kWh) received from the 

utility and other resources using 

natural energy  

 

Source conversion factor  

For IT Energy 

Exp. 

2745 SCR 

D_G3_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by emergency 

power generator (kWh) 

Exp. 

2040 

D_G1_EPE 

Received electric  

energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2020 

D_G2_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by natural 

energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2030 

D_G4_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by full time private 

power generation (kWh) 

Exp. 

2050 

D_G4_CF 

Fuel input to full-time private 

power generation device (kL) 

Exp. 

2100 

D_G5_CF 

Fuel input to  boiler  

device etc. (kL) 

Exp. 

2140 

D_G6_CF 
Amount of receipt of external heat 

source like local heating and cooling 

etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2170 

D_G4_NEP 
Energy (kWh), excluding electric 

power, produced by full-time private 

generator) 

Exp. 

2130 

Identifier 

Amount of measurement 

Exp. 

No 

(D_G4_EPE_SE)= 

(D_G4_SE)×(D_G4_EPE) 

/((D_G4_EPE)+(D_G4_NEP)) 

D_G4_EPE_SE 

Source-converted energy (kWh) 

produced by full-time private generator 

Exp. 

2132 

Source-converted energy (kWh) 

of the power for datacenter 

functions) 

Exp. 

2195 D_TSE (D_TSE)= 

(D_EPE_Purchased)+(D_G4_EPE_SE) 

+ ((C_EPE_Purchased)+(C_G4_EPE_SE)) 

×(C_EPE_D_R) 

Sum of electric power and energy except electric power 

Calculation - sum of electric power and energy except electric power 

(D_G4_SE)= 

(D_G4_CF) 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

D_G4_SE 
Source-converted energy (kWh) 

produced by full-time private 

generator) 

Exp. 

2120 

   (D_G4_NEP_SE)= 

(D_G4_SE)×(D_G4_NEP) 

/((D_G4_EPE)+(D_G4_NEP)) 

D_G4_NEP_SE 
Source-converted energy (kWh), excluding 

electric power, produced by full-time private 

generator 

    Exp. 

2134 

Attached chart 1: Energy block chart at data center (1) Case with facilities (building) only for data center 

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｄ E F G H I J K L M 

Attached chart 1: Energy block chart at data center (1) Case with facilities (building) only for data center (Case composed only of "Grid electric power", "Electric power generator for emergency", and "Solar power generator“) 

D_G1 

D_G2 

D_G3 

D_G4 

D_G5 

D_S1 

Grid Electric Power Plant 

D_S2 

Natural energy (solar or 

wind) 

D_S3 

Fuel of electric power  

generator for emergency 

D_S4 

Fuel of full-time private  

power generator (CHP) 

D_S5 

Fuel of boiler 

D_G6 D_S6 

External heat source like  

local heating and cooling etc 

(D_EPE)= 

(D_G1_EPE) 

+(D_G2_EPE)  

+(D_G3_EPE) 

+(D_G4_EPE) 

D_PDU 

(D_NEP)= 

  (D_G4_NEP_SE) 

+(D_G5_NEP) 

+(D_G6_NEP) 

(D_TEPE)= 

 (D_EPE)+(C_EPE_D) 

(IT_PDUin_EPE)= 

(IT_UPSin_EPE) 

×(IT_UPS_R) 

(IT_EPE)= 

(IT_PDUin_EPE) 

×(IT_PDU_R) 

D_TNEP 

Joule energy of non-electric power used 

by data center function (KWh) 

Exp. 

2760 
(D_T_E)=(D_EPE) 

(D_TSE) 

+(D_TNEP) 

(PUE)= 

(D_T_E) 

/((IT_EPE)×(SCR)) 

PUE 

PUE 

Exp. 

3010 

ITEU 

ITEU 

Exp. 

NO 

(ITEU)= 

(IT_EPE)/(IT_EPEspec) 

 

D_A 

D_EQ_etc 

 (D_EQ_EPE)= 

 (D_EPE)+(C_EPE_D_PDU) 

  －(D_A_EPE) 

(D_TNEP)= 

(D_NEP) 

+(C_NEP_D) 

GEC 

GEC 

Exp. 

3050 

(GEC)= 

(D_TGEP)/(D_T_E) 
(D_TGEP)= 

  (D_G2_EPE) 

+(C_G2_EPE) 

 ×(C_EPE_D_R) 

(D_EPE_Purchased)= 

(D_G1_EPE)+(D_G2_EPE) 
SCR=(D_TSE)/(D_TEPE) 

 

Power (kWh) received from the 

utility and other resources using 

natural energy  

  Exp. 

2035 D_EPE_Purchased 

Source conversion factor  

For IT Energy 

Exp. 

2745 SCR 

(D_G4_EPE_SE)= 

(D_G4_SE)×((D_G4_EPE) 

/(D_G4_EPE)+(D_G4_NEP)) 

データセンター機能の電力の 

ｿｰｽ換算エネルギー量(kWh) 

例 

2195 D_TSE (D_TSE)= 

(D_EPE_Purchased)+(D_G4_EPE_SE) 

+ ((C_EPE_Purchased)+(C_G4_EPE_SE)) 

×(C_EPE_D_R) 

   (D_G4_NEP_SE)= 

(D_G4_SE)×((D_G4_NEP) 

/(D_G4_EPE)+(D_G4_NEP)) 

(!) Calculate using D_EPE (total electric 

power), not D_TSE (source-converted 

energy) 

*SCR not required since no energy other than electric 

power is used 

(!)When you cannot 

measure IT_PDUin_EPE 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

*Current (kA)*Power Factor(%) 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage 

(V)*Current (kA)*Power Factor(%) 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

*Current (kA)*Power Factor(%) 

(!)When you cannot 

measure IT_EPE 

 

DC operation office etc. 

Air-conditioning machine  

only for data center 

Other Datacenter function 

D_A_EPE 
Amount of power consumption 

of air-conditioning machine only 

for data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2680 

IT_PDU 

PDU 

PDU for IT equipment 

IT_PDU 

 

PDU for IT equipment 

IT_PDUin_EPE 

Total electric energy of  

PDU input (kWh) 

Exp. 

2870 

IT_PDU_R 

Conversion coefficient  

of PDU output 

Exp. 

2880 

IT_PDU 

PDU for IT equipment 

D_TNEP_JE 

Joule energy of non-electric 

power used by data center 

function (kWh) 

Exp. 

2760 

D_EQ_EPE 

Amount of power consumption 

of datacenter equipment 

(except air-conditioning) (kWh) 

Exp. 

2690 

(!)Electric Power 

(kW)=Voltage (V)*Current 

(kA)*Power Factor(%) 

D_TGEP 

Amount of total natural energy 

electric power consumed at 

data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

3030 

IT_EPE 
Total electric energy of PDU 

output  = Total electric energy of 

IT equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

2940 

IT_EQ 

IT equipment 

IT_EQ 

 

IT equipment 

IT_EQ 

IT equipment 

D_T_JE 

Total consumption energy  

at data center (GJ) 

Exp. 

2770 

IT_EPEspec 

Total of the maximum spec electric 

power of IT equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

NO 

IT_EPspec 

Maximum spec electric 

power of IT equipment (kW) 

Exp. 

NO 

(IT_EPEspec)= 

(IT_EPspec) 

24hnumber of 

measurement 

days  

D_area 

Monopoly floor space of  

data center function (m2) 

Exp. 

0290 

Ver. 2.02  2011/10/07 JIRO FUKUDA /Mitsubishi Research Institute,INC 

Data center function part: D/Data Center  

Data center function part 

Receipt transformer 

Data center function part 

Natural energy type electric  

power generator (Solar or Wind, 

etc.) 

Data center function part 

Emergency Generator 

D_G3_CF 

Fuel input to generator  

set for emergency(kL) 

Exp. 

2070 

D_EPE 

Total electric energy generated by 

function only for data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2060 

D_G3_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by emergency 

power generator (kWh) 

Exp. 

2040 

D_G1_EPE 

Received electric  

energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2020 

D_G2_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by natural 

energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2030 

Data center function part 

Full-time private power 

generator (CHP) 

Data center function part 

Boiler, etc 

Data center function part 

external heat source like local heating 

and cooling etc. receipt device 

D_G5_NEP 

Amount of energy input to generation  

of heat of boiler device etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2160 (D_G5_NEP)= 

(D_G5_CF)× 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

D_G6_NEP 
Amount of energy consumed to 

generation of external heat 

source (KWh) 

Exp. 

2190 
(D_G6_NEP)= 

(D_G6_CF)× 

Conversion factor 0.4 

D_NEP 
Amount of total energy of non-electric 

power generated by function only for 

data center (KWh) 

Exp. 

2200 

D_TEPE 

Total electric power (kWh) 

consumed by datacenter functions 

Exp. 

2740 

D_G4_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by full time private 

power generation (kWh) 

Exp. 

2050 

D_G4_CF 

Fuel input to full-time private 

power generation device(kL) 

Exp. 

2100 

D_G5_CF 

Fuel input to  boiler  

device etc. (kL) 

Exp. 

2140 

D_G6_CF 
Amount of receipt of external heat 

source like local heating and cooling 

etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2170 

D_G4_NEP 
Energy (kWh), excluding electric 

power, produced by full-time private 

generator) 

Exp. 

2130 

D_G4_EPE_SE 

Source-converted energy (kWh) 

produced by full-time private generator 

Exp. 

2132 

Source-converted energy (kWh) 

of the power for datacenter 

functions) 

Exp. 

2195 D_TSE 

(D_G4_SE)= 

(D_G4_CF) 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

D_G4_SE 
Source-converted energy (kWh) 

produced by full-time private 

generator) 

Exp. 

2120 

D_G4_NEP_SE 
Source-converted energy (kWh), excluding 

electric power, produced by full-time private 

generator 

    Exp. 

2134 

IT_UPS 

UPS 

IT_UPS 

UPS 

PDU only for data center 

function 

IT_UPSin_EPE 
Total electric energy of UPS 

input (actual measurement 

value) (kWh) 

Exp. 

2800 

IT_UPS_R 

Conversion coefficient  

of UPS output 

Exp. 

2810 

IT_UPS 

UPS 

(!)When you cannot 

measure IT_PDUin_EPE 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

Current (kA)  Power Factor(%) 
(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

 Current (kA)  Power Factor(%) 

(!)When you cannot 

measure IT_EPE 

 

DC operation office etc. 

Air-conditioning machine  

only for data center 

Other Datacenter function 

D_A_EPE 
Amount of power consumption 

of air-conditioning machine only 

for data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2680 

IT_PDU 

PDU 

PDU for IT equipment 

IT_PDU 

 

PDU for IT equipment 

IT_PDUin_EPE 

Total electric energy of  

PDU input (kWh) 

Exp. 

2870 

IT_PDU_R 

Conversion coefficient  

of PDU output 

Exp. 

2880 

IT_PDU 

PDU for IT equipment 

D_EQ_EPE 

Amount of power consumption 

of datacenter equipment 

(except air-conditioning) (kWh) 

Exp. 

2690 

(!)Electric Power 

(kW)=Voltage (V)  Current 

(kA) Power Factor(%) 

D_TGEP 

Amount of total natural energy 

electric power consumed at 

data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

3030 

IT_EPE 
Total electric energy of PDU 

output  = Total electric energy of 

IT equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

2940 

IT_EQ 

IT equipment 

IT_EQ 

 

IT equipment 

IT_EQ 

IT equipment 

D_T_JE 

Total consumption energy  

at data center (GJ) 

Exp. 

2770 

IT_EPEspec 

Total of the maximum spec electric 

power of IT equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

NO 

IT_EPspec 

Maximum spec electric power 

of IT equipment (kW) 

Exp. 

NO 

(IT_EPEspec)= 

(IT_EPspec) 

24hnumber of 

measurement 

days 

D_area 

Monopoly floor space of  

data center function (m2) 

Exp. 

0290 

Sign rule 

• D = Data Center function 

• C = Common function 

• B = Business Non-data center function 

• E = Energy 

• S = Source (Energy Type) 

• G = Generator Energy equipment (Dynamo、Receipt transformer, etc) 

• CF= Carbon Fuel Fuel that exhausts CO2 

• EPE = Electric Power Energy (kWh) 

• NPE = Non Electric Power (kWh) 

• T = Total 

• TEPE = Total Electric Power Energy (kWh) 

• PDU = Power Distribution Unit 

• UPS = Uninterruptible Power Supply 

• EQ = Equipment 

• area = Area (square meter) 

• GEP = Green Energy Power 

• R = Ratio 

• A = Air Conditioner 

• Purchased 

• SCR = Source Conversion factor for IT Energy 

 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

Current (kA)  Power Factor(%) 



Allocation method of energy of common function 

D_PDU 

(D_TEPE)= 

 (D_EPE)+(C_EPE_D) 

(IT_PDUin_EPE)= 

(IT_UPSin_EPE) 

×(IT_UPS_R) 

(IT_EPE)= 

(IT_PDUin_EPE) 

×(IT_PDU_R) 

(D_T_E)= 

(D_TSE) 

+(D_TNEP) 

(PUE)= 

(D_T_E) 

/((IT_EPE)×(SCR)) 

PUE 

PUE 

Exp. 

3010 

ITEU 

ITEU 

Exp. 

NO 

(ITEU)= 

(IT_EPE)/(IT_EPEspec) 

 

C_G1 

C_G2 

C_G3 

C_G4 

C_G5 

C_S1 

C_S2 

C_S3 

C_S4 

C_S5 

C_G6 C_S6 

(C_EPE)= 

(C_G1_EPE)+(C_G2_EPE) 

+(C_G3_EPE)+(C_G4_EPE) 

(C_NEP)= 

(C_G4_NEP_SE)+ 

(C_G5_NEP)+ 

(C_G6_NEP) 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)= 

(C_EPE)－(C_EPE_D_PDU) 

－(C_EPE_B_PDU) 

D_A 

C_A (C_PDU2_EQ2) 

Common Air-conditioner  

C_PDU2 

B_PDU 

PDU only for 

Non-data center function  

C_PDU2_EQ2 
Equipment of "Electric power 

proportional distribution" of common 

part 

D_EQ_etc 

C_EPE_C_D1 

Electric energy distributed from amount of 

power consumption of equipment of "Area 

proportional distribution" to DC (kWh) 

Exp. 

2670 C_EPE_C_D1= 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)×(C_EPE_C_EQ1) 

/((C_EPE_C_EQ1)+(C_EPE_C_EQ2)) 

×( (D_area) /((D_area)+(B_area))) 

C_EPE_C_B1 

Electric energy distributed from amount of 

power consumption of equipment of "Area 

proportional distribution" to non-DC (kWh) 

Exp. 

C_EPE_C_B1= 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)×(C_EPE_C_EQ1) 

/((C_EPE_C_EQ1)+(C_EPE_C_EQ2)) 

×( (B_area) /((D_area)+(B_area))) 

C_EPE_C_D2 

Electric energy distributed from amount of 

power consumption of equipment of "Electric 

power proportional distribution" to DC (kWh) 

Exp. 

2720 C_EPE_C_D2= 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)×(C_EPE_C_EQ2) 

/((C_EPE_C_EQ1)+(C_EPE_C_EQ2)) 

×( (D_EQ_EPE) /((D_EQ_EPE)+(B_EQ_EPE))) 

C_EPE_C_B2 
Electric energy distributed from amount of 

power consumption of equipment of "Electric 

power proportional distribution" to non-DC 

(kWh) 

Exp. 

C_EPE_C_B2= 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)×(C_EPE_C_EQ2) 

/((C_EPE_C_EQ1)+(C_EPE_C_EQ2)) 

×( (B_EQ_EPE) /((D_EQ_EPE)+(B_EQ_EPE))) 

 

Office Electrical hookup etc. 

B_A 

Air-conditioner only for 

Non-data center function  

B_EQ_etc 

Non-data center function  

B_A_EPE 
Amount of power consumption of air-

conditioning machine only for non-

data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2700 

 (D_EQ_EPE)= 

 (D_EPE)+(C_EPE_D_PDU) 

  －(D_A_EPE) 

B_EQ_EPE 
Amount of power consumption of 

non-data center equipment 

(except air-conditioning) (kWh) 

Exp. 

2710 
   (B_EQ_EPE)= 

(C_EPE_D_PDU) 

－(B_A_EPE) 

C_NEP_D 
Energy distributed from non-electric 

power energy generated in common 

part to DC(kWh) 

Exp. 

2730 

C_NEP_D= 

(C_NEP)×(D_EQ_EPE) /((D_EQ_EPE)+(B_EQ_EPE)) 

C_NEP_B= 

(C_NEP)× (B_EQ_EPE) /((D_EQ_EPE)+(B_EQ_EPE)) 

C_NEP_B 
Energy distributed from non-electric power 

energy generated in common part to non-

DC(KWh) 

Exp. 

(D_TNEP)= 

(D_NEP) 

+(C_NEP_D) 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

Current (kA)  Power Factor(%) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｄ E F G H I J K L M 

GEC 

GEC 

Exp. 

3050 

(GEC)= 

(D_TGEP)/(D_T_E) 
(D_TGEP)= 

  (D_G2_EPE) 

+(C_G2_EPE) 

 ×(C_EPE_D_R) 

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｄ E F G H I J K L M 

SCR=(D_TSE)/(D_TEPE) 
Source conversion factor  

For IT Energy 

Exp. 

2745 SCR 

C_G4_ＮEＰ 

Energy (kWh), excluding electric power, 

produced by full-time private generator) 

Exp. 

2330 

C_EPE_C_EQ2 
Electric energy total measured by equipment  

of "Electric power proportional distribution"  

(common air-conditioning machine etc.)  

among common function equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

2660 

B_area 

Monopoly floor space of non-

data center function (m2) 

Exp. 

0300 

(C_EPE_Purchased)= 

(C_G1_EPE)+(C_G2_EPE) 

 
Power (kWh) received from the utility 

and other resources using natural 

energy  

 Exp. 

2235 C_EPE_Purchased 

(C_EPE_D)= 

 (C_EPE_D_PDU) 

+(C_EPE_C_D1) 

+(C_EPE_C_D2) 

 (C_EPE_D_R)= 

 (C_EPE_D)/(C_EPE) 

C_EPE_D 
Electric power (kWh) allocated 

proportionally to the datacenter 

from the common functional 

equipment 

Exp. 

2735 C_EPE_D_R 

Percentage of electric power allocated 

proportionally to the datacenter 

compared to the total power generated 

by the common functional equipment 

Exp. 

2737 

(D_TSE)= 

(D_EPE_Purchased)+(D_G4_EPE_SE) 

+ ((C_EPE_Purchased)+(C_G4_EPE_SE)) 

×(C_EPE_D_R) 

(C_G4_EPE_SE)= 

(C_G4_SE)×(C_G4_EPE) 

/((C_G4_EPE)+(C_G4_NEP)) 

C_G4_EPE_SE 
Source-converted energy (kWh) 

produced by full-time private 

generator 

Exp. 

2332 

   (C_G4_NEP_SE)= 

(C_G4_SE)×(C_G4_NEP) 

/((C_G4_EPE)+(C_G4_NEP)) 

C_G4_NEP_SE  

Source-converted energy (kWh), 

excluding electric power, produced by 

full-time private generator 

     Exp. 

2334 

Measurement point 

Electric Power 

Energy except electric power 

Calculation of Electric Energy (kWh) 

Calculation - energy (kWh) except electric power 

Sum of electric power and energy except electric power 

Calculation - sum of electric power and energy except electric power 
(kWh)  

Identifier 

Calculated value 

Exp. 

No 

Identifier 

Equipment Name 

Calculating formula 

Identifier 

Amount of measurement 

Exp. 

No 

D_TEPE 

Total electric power (kWh) 

consumed by datacenter functions 

Exp. 

2740 

Source-converted energy (kWh) 

of the power for datacenter 

functions) 

Exp. 

2195 D_TSE 

Data center function part: D/Data Center  

Attached chart 1: Energy block chart at data center (2) Case to supply energy to Data center function part and Non-data center function part by using common energy generator 

Common function part: C/Common ( sharing ) 

Non-data center function part: B/Business 

 

DC operation office etc. 

IT_UPS 

 

UPS 

IT_UPS 

 

UPS 

IT_PDU 

PDU 

PDU for IT equipment 

IT_PDU 

 

PDU for IT equipment 

PDU only for data center 

function 

IT_UPSin_EPE 
Total electric energy of UPS input 

(actual measurement value) 

(kWh) 

Exp. 

2800 IT_PDUin_EPE 

Total electric energy of  

PDU input (kWh) 

Exp. 

2870 IT_EPE 
Total electric energy of PDU 

output = Total electric energy of 

IT equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

2940 

IT_PDU_R 

Conversion coefficient  

of PDU output 

Exp. 

2880 IT_UPS_R 

Conversion coefficient  

of UPS output 

Exp. 

2810 

(IT_PDUin_EPE)= 

(IT_UPSin_EPE) 

*(IT_UPS_R) 

(!)When you cannot 

measure IT_PDUin_EPE 

IT_UPS 

UPS 

IT_PDU 

PDU for IT equipment 

IT_EQ 

IT equipment 

IT_EQ 

 

IT equipment 

IT_EQ 

IT equipment 

D_TNEP_JE 
Joule energy of non-electric 

power used by data center 

function (kWh) 

Exp. 

2760 D_T_JE 

Total consumption energy 

at data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2770 

IT_EPEspec 

Total of the maximum spec electric 

power of IT equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

NO 

IT_EPspec 

Maximum spec electric 

power of IT equipment(kW) 

Exp. 

NO 

Air-conditioning machine  

only for data center 

Other Datacenter function 

D_A_EPE 
Amount of power consumption of air-

conditioning machine only for data 

center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2680 

D_EQ_EPE 
Amount of power consumption 

of datacenter equipment 

(except air-conditioning) (kWh) 

Exp. 

2690 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

 Current (kA) Power Factor(%) 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

 Current (kA)  Power Factor(%) 

(!)Electric Power 

(kW)=Voltage (V)  Current 

(kA) Power Factor(%) 

D_area 

Monopoly floor space of  

data center function (m2) 

Exp. 

0290 

D_TGEP 
Amount of total natural energy 

electric power consumed at 

data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

3030 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

 Current (kA) Power Factor(%) 

(!)When you cannot 

measure IT_EPE 

(D_G5_NEP)= 

(D_G5_CF)× 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

(D_G6_NEP)= 

(D_G6_CF)× 

Conversion factor 0.4 

(D_G4_SE)= 

(D_G4_CF) 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

Common Part 

Receipt transformer 

Common part Natural energy  

type electric power generator  

(Solar or Wind, etc.) 

Common part 

Emergency Generator 

Common part Full-time 

private power generator 

(CHP) 

Common part 

Boiler, etc 

Grid Electric Power Plant 

Natural energy (solar or 

wind) 

Fuel of electric power  

generator for emergency 

Fuel of full-time private  

power generator (CHP) 

Fuel of boiler 

External heat source like local 

heating and cooling etc. Receipt 

Device 

external heat source like  

local heating and cooling etc.  

C_G3_CF 

Fuel input to generator set  

for emergency (kL) 

Exp. 

2270 

C_G4_CF 

Fuel input to  full-time private  

power generator (kL) 

Exp. 

2300 

C_G5_CF 

Fuel input to  boiler  

device etc. (kL) 

Exp. 

2340 

C_G6_CF 
Amount of receipt of external 

heat source like local heating 

and cooling etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2370 

C_G1_EPE 

Grid electric energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2220 

C_G2_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by natural 

energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2230 

C_G3_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by emergency 

power generator (kWh) 

Exp. 

2240 

C_G4_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by full time 

private power generation (kWh) 

Exp. 

2250 

C_PDU1 

Common 1st PDU 

C_G4_SE 
Amount of energy generated by full-

time private power generator device 

except that electricity (kWh) 

Exp. 

2330 

C_G5_NEP 

Amount of energy input to generation 

of heat of boiler device etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2360 

C_G6_NEP 
Amount of energy consumed to 

generation of external heat source 

(kWh) 

Exp. 

2390 

C_EPE 

Total electric energy generated by 

function only for common use (kWh) 

Exp. 

2260 

C_EPE_D_PDU 

Electric energy distributed from  

common part to DC PDU (kWh) 

Exp. 

2620 

Common 2nd PDU 

The remainder is calculated from the electric energy 

distributed to the data center function and non-data center 

function in consideration of the loss ,though it is almost equal 

to the electric energy of 2nd PDU.  

C_EPE_C_PDU 

Electric energy distributed from  

common part to common function (kWh) 

Exp. 

2640 

C_NEP 
Amount of total energy of non-

electric power generated by function 

only for common use (kWh) 

Exp. 

2400 

C_EPE_B_PDU 

Electric energy distributed from 

common part to non-DC PDU (kWh) 

Exp. 

2630 
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C_ 

 

Security equipment etc. 

C_ 

 

Lighting of common part etc. 

C_ 

 

Common elevator etc. 

C_PDU2_EQ1 

Equipment of "Area proportional 

distribution“ of common part 

C_EPE_C_EQ1 
Electric energy total measured by equipment of 

"Area proportional distribution" among  

common function equipment (kWh) 

2650 

Exp. 

(IT_EPEspec)= 

(IT_EPspec) 

24hnumber of 

measurement 

days  

 



Allocation method of energy of common function 

D_G1 

D_G2 

D_G3 

D_G4 

D_G5 

D_S1 

Grid Electric Power Plant 

D_S2 

Natural energy (solar or 

wind) 

D_S3 

Fuel of electric power  

generator for emergency 

D_S4 

D_S5 

D_G6 D_S6 

(D_EPE)= 

(D_G1_EPE) 

+(D_G2_EPE) 

+(D_G3_EPE) 

+(D_G4_EPE) 

D_PDU 

(D_NEP)= 

  (D_G4_NEP_SE) 

+(D_G5_NEP) 

+(D_G6_NEP) 

(D_TEPE)= 

 (D_EPE)+(C_EPE_D) 

(IT_PDUin_EPE)= 

(IT_UPSin_EPE) 

×(IT_UPS_R) 

(IT_EPE)= 

(IT_PDUin_EPE) 

×(IT_PDU_R) 

(D_T_E)= 

(D_TSE) 

+(D_TNEP) 

D_T_E 

データセンターの総消費 

エネルギー(KWh) 

例 

2770 
(PUE)= 

(D_T_E) 

/((IT_EPE)×(SCR)) 

PUE 

PUE 

Exp. 

3010 

ITEU 

ITEU 

Exp. 

NO 

(ITEU)= 

(IT_EPE)/(IT_EPEspec) 

 

(IT_EPEspec)= 

(IT_EPspec) 

×24h×測定日数 

C_G1 

C_G2 

C_G3 

C_G4 

C_G5 

C_S1 

C_S2 

C_S3 

C_S4 

C_S5 

C_G6 C_S6 

C_EPE 

Total electric energy generated by  

function only for common use (kWh) 

Exp. 

2260 
(C_EPE)= 

(C_G1_EPE)+(C_G2_EPE) 

+(C_G3_EPE)+(C_G4_EPE) 

(C_NEP)= 

(C_G4_NEP_SE)+ 

(C_G5_NEP)+ 

(C_G6_NEP) 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)= 

(C_EPE)－(C_EPE_D_PDU) 

－(C_EPE_B_PDU) 

D_A 

B_PDU 

D_EQ_etc 

C_EPE_C_D1= 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)×(C_EPE_C_EQ1) 

/((C_EPE_C_EQ1)+(C_EPE_C_EQ2)) 

×( (D_area) /((D_area)+(B_area))) 

C_EPE_C_B1= 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)×(C_EPE_C_EQ1) 

/((C_EPE_C_EQ1)+(C_EPE_C_EQ2)) 

×( (B_area) /((D_area)+(B_area))) 

C_EPE_C_D2= 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)×(C_EPE_C_EQ2) 

/((C_EPE_C_EQ1)+(C_EPE_C_EQ2)) 

×( (D_EQ_EPE) /((D_EQ_EPE)+(B_EQ_EPE))) 

C_EPE_C_B2= 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)×(C_EPE_C_EQ2) 

/((C_EPE_C_EQ1)+(C_EPE_C_EQ2)) 

×( (B_EQ_EPE) /((D_EQ_EPE)+(B_EQ_EPE))) 

B_A 

B_EQ_etc 

 (D_EQ_EPE)= 

 (D_EPE)+(C_EPE_D_PDU) 

  －(D_A_EPE) 

   (B_EQ_EPE)= 

(C_EPE_D_PDU) 

－(B_A_EPE) 

C_NEP_D= 

(C_NEP)×(D_EQ_EPE) /((D_EQ_EPE)+(B_EQ_EPE)) 

C_NEP_B= 

(C_NEP)× (B_EQ_EPE) /((D_EQ_EPE)+(B_EQ_EPE)) 

(D_TNEP)= 

(D_NEP) 

+(C_NEP_D) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｄ E F G H I J K L M 

GEC 

GEC 

Exp. 

3050 

(GEC)= 

(D_TGEP)/(D_T_E) 
(D_TGEP)= 

  (D_G2_EPE) 

+(C_G2_EPE) 

 ×(C_EPE_D_R) 

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｄ E F G H I J K L M 

(D_EPE_Purchased)= 

(D_G1_EPE)+(D_G2_EPE) 
SCR=(D_TSE)/(D_TEPE) 

(D_G4_EPE_SE)= 

(D_G4_SE)×(D_G4_EPE) 

/((D_G4_EPE)+(D_G4_NEP)) 

C_G4_SE 

Source-converted energy (kWh) produced by 

full-time private generator) 

Exp. 

2320 

(C_EPE_Purchased)= 

(C_G1_EPE)+(C_G2_EPE) 

 

Power (kWh) received from the utility 

and other resources using natural 

energy  

 Exp. 

2235 C_EPE_Purchased 

(C_EPE_D)= 

 (C_EPE_D_PDU) 

+(C_EPE_C_D1) 

+(C_EPE_C_D2) 

 (C_EPE_D_R)= 

 (C_EPE_D)/(C_EPE) 

(D_TSE)= 

(D_EPE_Purchased)+(D_G4_EPE_SE) 

+ ((C_EPE_Purchased)+(C_G4_EPE_SE)) 

×(C_EPE_D_R) 

   (D_G4_NEP_SE)= 

(D_G4_SE)×(D_G4_NEP) 

/((D_G4_EPE)+(D_G4_NEP)) 

(C_G4_EPE_SE)= 

(C_G4_SE)×(C_G4_EPE) 

/((C_G4_EPE)+(C_G4_NEP)) 

C_G4_EPE_SE 

Source-converted energy (kWh) produced 

by full-time private generator 

Exp. 

2332 

   (C_G4_NEP_SE)= 

(C_G4_SE)×(C_G4_NEP) 

/((C_G4_EPE)+(C_G4_NEP)) 

C_G4_NEP_SE 
Source-converted energy (kWh), 

excluding electric power, produced by 

full-time private generator 

    Exp. 

2334 

Attached Chart 1: Energy Block Chart at Datacenter (3) For Cases Where Both Common-use Energy Facilities and Exclusive Energy Facilities for Datacenter Exist 

Fuel of full-time private  

power generator (CHP) 

Fuel of boiler 

External heat source like  

local heating and cooling etc.  

Data center function part 

Receipt transformer 

Data center function part 

Natural energy type electric  

power generator (Solar or Wind, 

etc.) 

Data center function part 

Emergency Generator 

Data center function part 

Full-time private power 

generator (CHP) 

Data center function part 

Boiler, etc 

Data center function part 

external heat source like local heating 

and cooling etc. receipt device 

D_G3_CF 

Fuel input to generator  

set for emergency(kL) 

Exp. 

2070 

D_G4_CF 

Fuel input to full-time private 

power generation device(kL) 

Exp. 

2100 

D_G5_CF 

Fuel input to  boiler  

device etc. (kL) 

Exp. 

2140 

D_G6_CF 
Amount of receipt of external heat 

source like local heating and cooling 

etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2170 

(D_G5_NEP)= 

(D_G5_CF)× 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

(D_G6_NEP)= 

(D_G6_CF)× 

Conversion factor 0.4 

D_G3_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by emergency 

power generator (kWh) 

Exp. 

2040 

D_G1_EPE 

Received electric  

energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2020 

D_G2_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by natural 

energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2030 

D_G4_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by full time private 

power generation (kWh) 

Exp. 

2050 

D_G4_NEP 
Energy (kWh), excluding electric 

power, produced by full-time private 

generator) 

Exp. 

2130 

(D_G4_SE)= 

(D_G4_CF) 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

IT_UPS 

UPS 

IT_UPS 

UPS 

D_G5_NEP 

Amount of energy input to generation  

of heat of boiler device etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2160 

D_EPE 

Total electric energy generated by 

function only for data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2060 

D_G6_NEP 
Amount of energy consumed to 

generation of external heat 

source (KWh) 

Exp. 

2190 

PDU only for data center 

function 

D_NEP 
Amount of total energy of non-electric 

power generated by function only for 

data center (KWh) 

Exp. 

2200 

IT_UPSin_EPE 
Total electric energy of UPS 

input (actual measurement 

value) (kWh) 

Exp. 

2800 

IT_UPS_R 

Conversion coefficient  

of UPS output 

Exp. 

2810 

IT_UPS 

UPS 

D_TEPE 

Total electric power (kWh) 

consumed by datacenter functions 

Exp. 

2740 

Exp. 

2035 D_EPE_Purchased 
 
Power (kWh) received from the utility and 

other resources using natural energy  

 

Source conversion factor  

For IT Energy 

Exp. 

2745 SCR 

D_G4_EPE_SE 

Source-converted energy (kWh) 

produced by full-time private generator 

Exp. 

2132 

Source-converted energy (kWh) 

of the power for datacenter 

functions) 

Exp. 

2195 D_TSE 

D_G4_SE 
Source-converted energy (kWh) 

produced by full-time private 

generator) 

Exp. 

2120 

D_G4_NEP_SE 
Source-converted energy (kWh), excluding 

electric power, produced by full-time private 

generator 

    Exp. 

2134 

(!)When you cannot 

measure IT_PDUin_EPE 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

 Current (kA)  Power Factor(%) 

(!)Electric Power W)=Voltage 

(V) Current (kA) Power 

Factor(%) 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

Current (kA)  Power Factor(%) 

(!)When you cannot 

measure IT_EPE 

 

DC operation office etc. 

Air-conditioning machine  

only for data center 

Other Datacenter function 

D_A_EPE 
Amount of power consumption 

of air-conditioning machine only 

for data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2680 

IT_PDU 

PDU 

PDU for IT equipment 

IT_PDU 

 

PDU for IT equipment 

IT_PDUin_EPE 

Total electric energy of  

PDU input (kWh) 

Exp. 

2870 

IT_PDU_R 

Conversion coefficient  

of PDU output 

Exp. 

2880 

IT_PDU 

PDU for IT equipment 

D_TNEP 

Total energy of non-electric 

power used by data center 

function 

Exp. 

2760 

D_EQ_EPE 

Amount of power consumption 

of datacenter equipment 

(except air-conditioning) (kWh) 

Exp. 

2690 

(!)Electric Power 

(kW)=Voltage (V)  Current 

(kA) Power Factor(%) 

D_TGEP 

Amount of total natural energy 

electric power consumed at 

data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

3030 

IT_EPE 
Total electric energy of PDU 

output  = Total electric energy of 

IT equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

2940 

IT_EQ 

IT equipment 

IT_EQ 

 

IT equipment 

IT_EQ 

IT equipment 

D_T_E 

Total consumption energy  

at data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2770 

IT_EPEspec 

Total of the maximum spec electric 

power of IT equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

NO 

IT_EPspec 

Maximum spec electric 

power of IT equipment(kW) 

Exp. 

NO 

(IT_EPEspec)= 

(IT_EPspec) 

24hnumber of 

measurement 

days  

 

D_area 

Monopoly floor space of  

data center function (m2) 

Exp. 

0290 

Measurement point 

Electric Power 

Energy except electric power 

Calculation of Electric Energy(kWh) 

Calculation - energy (kWh) except electric power 

Sum of electric power and energy except electric power 

Calculation - sum of electric power and energy except electric power 
(kWh)  

Identifier 

Calculated value 

Exp. 

No 

Identifier 

Equipment Name 

Calculating formula 

Identifier 

Amount of measurement 

Exp. 

No 
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Data center function part: D/Data Center  

Common function part: C/Common ( sharing ) 

Non-data center function part: B/Business 

D_G4_NEP 

Energy (kWh), excluding electric power, 

produced by full-time private generator) 

Exp. 

2330 

Common Part 

Receipt transformer 

Common part Natural energy  

type electric power generator  

(Solar or Wind, etc.) 

Common part 

Emeargency Generator 

Common part 

Full-time private power 

generator (CHP) 

Common part 

Boiler, etc 

Grid Electric Power Plant 

Natural energy (solar or 

wind) 

Fuel of electric power  

generator for emergency 

Fuel of full-time private  

power generator (CHP) 

Fuel of boiler 

External heat source like local 

heating and cooling etc. Receipt 

Device 

External heat source like  

local heating and cooling etc.  

C_G3_CF 

Fuel input togenerator set  

for emergency (kL) 

Exp. 

2270 

C_G4_CF 

Fuel input to  full-time private  

power generator (kL) 

Exp. 

2300 

C_G5_CF 

Fuel input to  boiler  

device etc. (kL) 

Exp. 

2340 

C_G6_CF 
Amount of receipt of external heat 

source like local heating and cooling 

etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2370 

(D_G5_NEP)= 

(D_G5_CF)× 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

(D_G6_NEP)= 

(D_G6_CF)× 

Conversion factor 0.4 

(D_G4_SE)= 

(D_G4_CF) 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

C_G1_EPE 

Grid electric energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2220 

C_G2_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by natural energy 

(kWh) 

Exp. 

2230 

C_G3_EPE 
Amount of power generation electric 

power by emergency power 

generator (kWh) 

Exp. 

2240 

C_G4_EPE 
Amount of power generation electric 

power by full time private power 

generation (kWh) 

Exp. 

2250 

C_G5_NEP 
Amount of energy input to 

generation of heat of boiler device 

etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2360 

C_G6_NEP 
Amount of energy consumed to 

generation of external heat source 

(kWh) 

Exp. 

2390 

C_PDU1 

Common 1st PDU 

C_A (C_PDU2_EQ2) 

Common Air-conditioner  

PDU only for 

Non-data center function  

C_PDU2_EQ2 
Equipment of "Electric power 

proportional distribution" of common 

part 

C_EPE_C_D1 

Electric energy distributed from amount of 

power consumption of equipment of "Area 

proportional distribution" to DC (kWh) 

Exp. 

2670 

C_EPE_C_B1 

Electric energy distributed from amount of 

power consumption of equipment of "Area 

proportional distribution" to non-DC (kWh) 

Exp. 

C_EPE_C_D2 

Electric energy distributed from amount of 

power consumption of equipment of "Electric 

power proportional distribution" to DC (kWh) 

Exp. 

2720 

C_EPE_C_B2 
Electric energy distributed from amount of 

power consumption of equipment of "Electric 

power proportional distribution" to non-DC 

(kWh) 

Exp. 

 

Office Electrical hookup etc. 

Air-conditioner only for 

Non-data center function  

Non-data center function  

B_A_EPE 
Amount of power consumption of air-

conditioning machine only for non-

data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2700 

B_EQ_EPE 
Amount of power consumption of 

non-data center equipment 

(except air-conditioning) (kWh) 

Exp. 

2710 

C_NEP_D 
Energy distributed from non-electric 

power energy generated in common 

part to DC(kWh) 

Exp. 

2730 

C_NEP_B 
Energy distributed from non-electric power 

energy generated in common part to non-

DC (KWh) 

Exp. 

C_EPE_C_EQ2 
Electric energy total measured by equipment  

of "Electric power proportional distribution"  

(common air-conditioning machine etc.)  

among common function equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

2660 

B_area 

Monopoly floor space of non-

data center function (m2) 

Exp. 

0300 

C_EPE_D_PDU 

Electric energy distributed from  

common part to DC PDU (kWh) 

Exp. 

2620 

Common 2nd PDU 

C_EPE_C_PDU 

Electric energy distributed from  

common part to common function (kWh) 

Exp. 

2640 

C_NEP 
Amount of total energy of non-

electric power generated by function 

only for common use (kWh) 

Exp. 

2400 

C_EPE_B_PDU 

Electric energy distributed from 

common part to non-DC PDU (kWh) 

Exp. 

2630 

C_ 

 

Security equipment etc. 

C_ 

 

Lighting of common part etc. 

C_ 

 

Common elevator etc. 

C_PDU2_EQ1 

Equipment of "Area proportional 

distribution“ of common part 

C_EPE_D 
Electric power (kWh) allocated 

proportionally to the datacenter 

from the common functional 

equipment 

Exp. 

2735 C_EPE_D_R 

Percentage of electric power allocated 

proportionally to the datacenter 

compared to the total power generated 

by the common functional equipment 

Exp. 

2737 

C_PDU2 

The remainder is calculated from the electric energy 

distributed to the data center function and non-data center 

function in consideration of the loss ,though it is almost equal 

to the electric energy of 2nd PDU.  

C_EPE_C_EQ1 

面積案分の対象設備の 

測定電力量合計(kWh) 

Exp. 

2650 
Electric energy total measured by equipment of 

"Area proportional distribution" among  

common function equipment (kWh) 

(!)Electric Power 

(kW)=Voltage (V)  Current 

(kA) Power Factor(%) 



共用機能の電力量の配分 

D_G1 

D_G2 

D_G3 

D_G4 

D_G5 

D_S1 

Grid Electric Power Plant 

D_S2 

Natural energy (solar or 

wind) 

D_S3 

Fuel of electric power  

generator for emergency 

D_S4 

D_S5 

D_G6 D_S6 

(D_EPE)= 

(D_G1_EPE) 

+(D_G2_EPE) 

+(D_G3_EPE) 

+(D_G4_EPE) 

D_PDU 

(D_NEP)= 

  (D_G4_NEP_SE) 

+(D_G5_NEP) 

+(D_G6_NEP) 

(D_TEPE)= 

 (D_EPE)+(C_EPE_D) 

(IT_PDUin_EPE)= 

(IT_UPSin_EPE) 

×(IT_UPS_R) 

(IT_EPE)= 

(IT_PDUin_EPE) 

×(IT_PDU_R) 

(D_T_E)= 

(D_TSE) 

+(D_TNEP) 

(PUE)= 

(D_T_E) 

/((IT_EPE)×(SCR)) 

PUE 

PUE 

Exp. 

3010 

ITEU 

ITEU 

Exp. 

NO 

(ITEU)= 

(IT_EPE)/(IT_EPEspec) 

 

B_G1 

Non-data center function 

part       Receipt 

transformer 

B_G2 
Non-data center function part 

Natural energy type electric 

power generator (Solar or Wind, 

etc.) 

B_G3 

Non-data center function 

part Emergency Generator 

B_G4 

Non-data center function 

part Full-time private power 

generator (CHP) 

B_G5 

Non-data center function 

part Boiler, etc 

B_S1 

B_S2 

B_S3 

B_S4 

B_S5 

Fuel of boiler 

B_G6 
Non-data center function External heat 

source like local heating and cooling 

etc. Receipt Device 

B_S6 

External heat source like  

local heating and cooling etc 

B_EPE 
Total electric energy generated by 

function only for non-data center 

(kWh) 

Exp. 

2460 
(B_EPE)= 

(B_G1_EPE)+(B_G2_EPE) 

+(B_G3_EPE)+(B_G4_EPE) 

B_G6_CF 
Amount of receipt of external heat 

source like local heating and cooling 

etc. (KWh) 

Exp. 

2570 

D_A 

B_PDU 

D_EQ_etc 

 (D_EQ_EPE)= 

 (D_EPE)+(C_EPE_D_PDU) 

  －(D_A_EPE) 

(D_TNEP)= 

(D_NEP) 

+(C_NEP_D) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｄ E F G H I J K L M 

GEC 

GEC 

Exp. 

3050 

(GEC)= 

(D_TGEP)/(D_T_E) 
(D_TGEP)= 

  (D_G2_EPE) 

+(C_G2_EPE) 

 ×(C_EPE_D_R) 

Ａ Ｂ Ｃ Ｄ E F G H I J K L M 

(D_EPE_Purchased)= 

(D_G1_EPE)+(D_G2_EPE) 
SCR=(D_TSE)/(D_TEPE) 

B_G3_CF 

Fuel input to generator 

set for emergency (kL) 

Exp. 

2470 B_G3_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by emergency 

power generator (kWh) 

Exp. 

2440 

B_G1_EPE 

Grid electric energy 

(kWh) 

Exp. 

2420 

B_G2_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by natural 

energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2430 

B_G4_EPE 

Amount of power generation electric 

power by full time private power 

generation (kWh) 

Exp. 

2450 

B_G4_CF 

Fuel input to  full-time private 

power generator (kL) 

Exp. 

2500 

B_G5_CF 

Fuel input to  boiler device etc. (kL) 

Exp. 

2540 

(D_G4_EPE_SE)= 

(D_G4_SE)×(D_G4_EPE) 

/((D_G4_EPE)+(D_G4_NEP)) 

(D_TSE)= 

(D_EPE_Purchased)+(D_G4_EPE_SE) 

+ ((C_EPE_Purchased)+(C_G4_EPE_SE)) 

×(C_EPE_D_R) 

   (D_G4_NEP_SE)= 

(D_G4_SE)×(D_G4_NEP) 

/((D_G4_EPE)+(D_G4_NEP)) 

Fuel of full-time private  

power generator (CHP) 

Fuel of boiler 

External heat source like  

local heating and cooling etc.  

Data center function part 

Receipt transformer 

Data center function part 

Natural energy type electric  

power generator (Solar or Wind, 

etc.) 

Data center function part 

Emergency Generator 

Data center function part 

Full-time private power 

generator (CHP) 

Data center function part 

Boiler, etc 

Data center function part 

external heat source like local heating 

and cooling etc. receipt device 

D_G3_CF 

Fuel input to generator  

set for emergency(kL) 

Exp. 

2070 

D_G4_CF 

Fuel input to full-time private 

power generation device(kL) 

Exp. 

2100 

D_G5_CF 

Fuel input to  boiler  

device etc. (kL) 

Exp. 

2140 

D_G6_CF 
Amount of receipt of external heat 

source like local heating and cooling 

etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2170 

(D_G5_NEP)= 

(D_G5_CF)× 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

(D_G6_NEP)= 

(D_G6_CF)× 

Conversion factor 0.4 

D_G3_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by emergency 

power generator (kWh) 

Exp. 

2040 

D_G1_EPE 

Received electric  

energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2020 

D_G2_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by natural 

energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2030 

D_G4_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by full time private 

power generation (kWh) 

Exp. 

2050 

D_G4_NEP 
Energy (kWh), excluding electric 

power, produced by full-time private 

generator) 

Exp. 

2130 

(D_G4_SE)= 

(D_G4_CF) 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

IT_UPS 

UPS 

IT_UPS 

UPS 

D_G5_NEP 

Amount of energy input to generation  

of heat of boiler device etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2160 

D_EPE 

Total electric energy generated by 

function only for data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2060 

D_G6_NEP 
Amount of energy consumed to 

generation of external heat 

source (KWh) 

Exp. 

2190 

PDU only for data center 

function 

D_NEP 
Amount of total energy of non-electric 

power generated by function only for 

data center (KWh) 

Exp. 

2200 

IT_UPSin_EPE 
Total electric energy of UPS 

input (actual measurement 

value) (kWh) 

Exp. 

2800 

IT_UPS_R 

Conversion coefficient  

of UPS output 

Exp. 

2810 

IT_UPS 

UPS 

D_TEPE 

Total electric power (kWh) 

consumed by datacenter functions 

Exp. 

2740 

Exp. 

2035 D_EPE_Purchased  

Power (kWh) received from the 

utility and other resources using 

natural energy  

 

Source conversion factor  

For IT Energy 

Exp. 

2745 SCR 

D_G4_EPE_SE 

Source-converted energy (kWh) 

produced by full-time private generator 

Exp. 

2132 

Source-converted energy (kWh) 

of the power for datacenter 

functions) 

Exp. 

2195 D_TSE 

D_G4_SE 
Source-converted energy (kWh) 

produced by full-time private 

generator) 

Exp. 

2120 

D_G4_NEP_SE 
Source-converted energy (kWh), excluding 

electric power, produced by full-time private 

generator 

    Exp. 

2134 

(!)When you cannot 

measure IT_PDUin_EPE 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

Current (kA) Power Factor(%) 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=    

Voltage (V)  Current (kA) 

Power Factor(%) 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=Voltage (V) 

Current (kA)  Power Factor(%) 

(!)When you cannot 

measure IT_EPE 

 

DC operation office etc. 

Air-conditioning machine  

only for data center 

Other Datacenter function 

D_A_EPE 
Amount of power consumption 

of air-conditioning machine only 

for data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2680 

IT_PDU 

PDU 

PDU for IT equipment 

IT_PDU 

 

PDU for IT equipment 

IT_PDUin_EPE 

Total electric energy of  

PDU input (kWh) 

Exp. 

2870 

IT_PDU_R 

Conversion coefficient  

of PDU output 

Exp. 

2880 

IT_PDU 

PDU for IT equipment 

D_TNEP 

Total energy of non-electric 

power used by data center 

function (kWh) 

Exp. 

2760 

D_EQ_EPE 

Amount of power consumption 

of datacenter equipment 

(except air-conditioning) (kWh) 

Exp. 

2690 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=    

Voltage (V) Current (kA)  

Power Factor(%) 

D_TGEP 

Amount of total natural energy 

electric power consumed at 

data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

3030 

IT_EPE 
Total electric energy of PDU 

output  = Total electric energy of 

IT equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

2940 

IT_EQ 

IT equipment 

IT_EQ 

 

IT equipment 

IT_EQ 

IT equipment 

D_T_E 

Total consumption energy  

at data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2770 

IT_EPEspec 

Total of the maximum spec electric 

power of IT equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

NO 

IT_EPspec 

Maximum spec electric power 

of IT equipment (kW) 

Exp. 

NO 

(IT_EPEspec)= 

(IT_EPspec) 

24hnumber of 

measurement 

days 

D_area 

Monopoly floor space of  

data center function (m2) 

Exp. 

0290 

Measurement point 

Electric Power 

Energy except electric power 

Calculation of Electric Energy (kWh) 

Calculation - energy (kWh) except electric power 

Sum of electric power and energy except electric power 

Calculation - sum of electric power and energy except electric power 
(kWh)  

Identifier 

Calculated value 

Exp. 

No 

Identifier 

Equipment Name 

Calculating formula 

Identifier 

Amount of measurement 

Exp. 

No 

Ver. 2.02  2011/10/07 JIRO FUKUDA /Mitsubishi Research Institute,INC 

Data center function part: D/Data Center  

Common function part: C/Common ( sharing ) 

Non-data center function part: B/Business 

Attached Chart 1: Energy Block Chart at Datacenter (4) Case where there is energy generator in Data center function part, common function part, and Non-data center function part 

Allocation method of energy of common function 

C_G1 

C_G2 

C_G3 

C_G4 

C_G5 

C_S1 

C_S2 

C_S3 

C_S4 

C_S5 

C_G6 C_S6 

C_EPE 

Total electric energy generated by  

function only for common use (kWh) 

Exp. 

2260 
(C_EPE)= 

(C_G1_EPE)+(C_G2_EPE) 

+(C_G3_EPE)+(C_G4_EPE) 

(C_NEP)= 

(C_G4_NEP_SE)+ 

(C_G5_NEP)+ 

(C_G6_NEP) 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)= 

(C_EPE)－(C_EPE_D_PDU) 

－(C_EPE_B_PDU) 

C_EPE_C_D1= 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)×(C_EPE_C_EQ1) 

/((C_EPE_C_EQ1)+(C_EPE_C_EQ2)) 

×( (D_area) /((D_area)+(B_area))) 

C_EPE_C_B1= 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)×(C_EPE_C_EQ1) 

/((C_EPE_C_EQ1)+(C_EPE_C_EQ2)) 

×( (B_area) /((D_area)+(B_area))) 

C_EPE_C_D2= 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)×(C_EPE_C_EQ2) 

/((C_EPE_C_EQ1)+(C_EPE_C_EQ2)) 

×( (D_EQ_EPE) /((D_EQ_EPE)+(B_EQ_EPE))) 

C_EPE_C_B2= 

(C_EPE_C_PDU)×(C_EPE_C_EQ2) 

/((C_EPE_C_EQ1)+(C_EPE_C_EQ2)) 

×( (B_EQ_EPE) /((D_EQ_EPE)+(B_EQ_EPE))) 

C_NEP_D= 

(C_NEP)×(D_EQ_EPE) /((D_EQ_EPE)+(B_EQ_EPE)) 

C_NEP_B= 

(C_NEP)× (B_EQ_EPE) /((D_EQ_EPE)+(B_EQ_EPE)) 

C_G4_SE 

Source-converted energy (kWh) produced by 

full-time private generator 

Exp. 

2320 

(C_EPE_Purchased)= 

(C_G1_EPE)+(C_G2_EPE) 

 

Power (kWh) received from the 

utility and other resources using 

natural energy  

 Exp. 

2235 C_EPE_Purchased 

(C_EPE_D)= 

 (C_EPE_D_PDU) 

+(C_EPE_C_D1) 

+(C_EPE_C_D2) 

 (C_EPE_D_R)= 

 (C_EPE_D)/(C_EPE) 

(C_G4_EPE_SE)= 

(C_G4_SE)×(C_G4_EPE) 

/((C_G4_EPE)+(C_G4_NEP)) 

C_G4_EPE_SE 
Source-converted energy (kWh), excluding 

electric power, produced by full-time 

private generator 

Exp. 

2332 

   (C_G4_NEP_SE)= 

(C_G4_SE)×(C_G4_NEP) 

/((C_G4_EPE)+(C_G4_NEP)) 

C_G4_NEP_SE 
Source-converted energy (kWh), 

excluding electric power, Produced by 

full-time private generator 

    Exp. 

2334 D_G4_NEP 

Energy (kWh), excluding electric power, 

produced by full-time private generator) 

Exp. 

2330 

Common Part 

Receipt transformer 

Common part Natural energy  

type electric power generator  

(Solar or Wind, etc.) 

Common part 

Emergency Generator 

Common part 

Full-time private power 

generator (CHP) 

Common part 

Boiler, etc 

Grid Electric Power Plant 

Natural energy (solar or 

wind) 

Fuel of electric power  

generator for emergency 

Fuel of full-time private  

power generator (CHP) 

Fuel of boiler 

External heat source like local 

heating and cooling etc. Receipt 

Device 

External heat source like  

local heating and cooling etc.  

C_G3_CF 

Fuel input to generator set  

for emergency (kL) 

Exp. 

2270 

C_G4_CF 

Fuel input to  full-time private  

power generator (kL) 

Exp. 

2300 

C_G5_CF 

Fuel input to  boiler  

device etc. (kL) 

Exp. 

2340 

C_G6_CF 
Amount of receipt of external heat 

source like local heating and cooling 

etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2370 

(D_G5_NEP)= 

(D_G5_CF)× 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

(D_G6_NEP)= 

(D_G6_CF)× 

Conversion factor 0.4 

(D_G4_SE)= 

(D_G4_CF) 

Conversion factor (kWh/kL) 

Conversion factor 0.35 

C_G1_EPE 

Grid electric energy (kWh) 

Exp. 

2220 

C_G2_EPE 
Amount of power generation 

electric power by natural energy 

(kWh) 

Exp. 

2230 

C_G3_EPE 
Amount of power generation electric 

power by emergency power 

generator (kWh) 

Exp. 

2240 

C_G4_EPE 
Amount of power generation electric 

power by full time private power 

generation (kWh) 

Exp. 

2250 

C_G5_NEP 
Amount of energy input to 

generation of heat of boiler device 

etc. (kWh) 

Exp. 

2360 

C_G6_NEP 
Amount of energy consumed to 

generation of external heat source 

(kWh) 

Exp. 

2390 

C_PDU1 

Common 1st PDU 

C_A (C_PDU2_EQ2) 

Common Air-conditioner  

C_PDU2_EQ2 
Equipment of "Electric power 

proportional distribution" of common 

part 

C_EPE_C_D1 

Electric energy distributed from amount of 

power consumption of equipment of "Area 

proportional distribution" to DC (kWh) 

Exp. 

2670 

C_EPE_C_B1 

Electric energy distributed from amount of 

power consumption of equipment of "Area 

proportional distribution" to non-DC (kWh) 

Exp. 

C_EPE_C_D2 

Electric energy distributed from amount of 

power consumption of equipment of "Electric 

power proportional distribution" to DC (kWh) 

Exp. 

2720 

C_EPE_C_B2 
Electric energy distributed from amount of 

power consumption of equipment of "Electric 

power proportional distribution" to non-DC 

(kWh) 

Exp. 

C_NEP_D 
Energy distributed from non-electric 

power energy generated in common 

part to DC(kWh) 

Exp. 

2730 

C_NEP_B 
Energy distributed from non-electric power 

energy generated in common part to non-

DC (KWh) 

Exp. 

C_EPE_C_EQ2 
Electric energy total measured by equipment  

of "Electric power proportional distribution"  

(common air-conditioning machine etc.)  

among common function equipment (kWh) 

Exp. 

2660 

C_EPE_D_PDU 

Electric energy distributed from  

common part to DC PDU (kWh) 

Exp. 

2620 

Common 2nd PDU 

C_EPE_C_PDU 

Electric energy distributed from  

common part to common function (kWh) 

Exp. 

2640 

C_NEP_JE 
Amount of total energy of non-

electric power generated by function 

only for common use (kWh) 

Exp. 

2400 

C_EPE_B_PDU 

Electric energy distributed from 

common part to non-DC PDU (kWh) 

Exp. 

2630 

C_ 

 

Security equipment etc. 

C_ 

 

Lighting of common part etc. 

C_ 

 

Common elevator etc. 

C_PDU2_EQ1 

Equipment of "Area proportional 

distribution“ of common part 

B_A 

B_EQ_etc 

   (B_EQ_EPE)= 

(C_EPE_D_PDU) 

－(B_A_EPE) 

PDU only for 

Non-data center function  

 

Office Electrical hookup etc. 

Air-conditioner only for 

Non-data center function  

Non-data center function  

B_A_EPE 
Amount of power consumption of air-

conditioning machine only for non-

data center (kWh) 

Exp. 

2700 

B_EQ_EPE 
Amount of power consumption of 

non-data center equipment 

(except air-conditioning) (kWh) 

Exp. 

2710 

B_area 

Monopoly floor space of non-

data center function (m2) 

Exp. 

0300 
Grid Electric Power Plant 

Natural energy (solar or 

wind) 

Fuel of electric power  

generator for emergency 

Fuel of full-time private  

power generator (CHP) 

C_EPE_D 
Electric power (kWh) allocated 

proportionally to the datacenter 

from the common functional 

equipment 

Exp. 

2735 C_EPE_D_R 

Percentage of electric power allocated 

proportionally to the datacenter 

compared to the total power generated 

by the common functional equipment 

Exp. 

2737 

C_PDU2 

The remainder is calculated from the electric energy 

distributed to the data center function and non-data center 

function in consideration of the loss ,though it is almost equal 

to the electric energy of 2nd PDU.  

C_EPE_C_EQ1 

面積案分の対象設備の 

測定電力量合計(kWh) 

Exp. 

2650 
Electric energy total measured by equipment of 

"Area proportional distribution" among  

common function equipment (kWh) 

(!)Electric Power (kW)=    

Voltage (V) Current (kA)  

Power Factor(%) 


